Abbreviations

Art. : Article
Arts. : Articles
CAD: Constituent Assembly Debates
COFEOPSA: Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Activities Act, 1974
Gandhiji: Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
J.: Honorable Justice
The Constituent Assembly: The Constituent Assembly of India
The Constitution: The Constitution of India
The Court: The Supreme Court of India
The Fundamental Rights: The Fundamental Rights in the Constitution of India, Part III
U.S. A.: United States of America
NHRC: National Human Rights Commission
I.P.C.: Indian Penal Code
NSA: National Security Act, 1980
PBMSECA: Prevention of Black-marketing and Maintenance of Supplies of Essential Commodities Act, 1980
Objective Resolution: the resolution which was presented by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in the Constituent Assembly of India on the 13th of December, 1946